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The IGSSElerator Workshop Grant was established to support interdisciplinary and/or international workshops, meetings or conferences related to research in IGSSE projects.

IGSSElerator helps to promote new alliances and facilitate preparation of future third-party funded projects with external collaborators.

**Eligibility criteria**
- Project team leaders or PIs from on-going IGSSE-projects may apply

**Conditions**
- The proposers receive IGSSElerator funding to initiate workshops/ conferences or meetings. Workshops and conferences must be advertised internationally and be open to researchers worldwide; meetings must involve external partners who are not (yet) involved in the IGSSE project
- IGSSE support must be acknowledged in announcements, invitations, flyers, websites and during the event on-site, etc.
- In coordination with IGSSE communication, the event should also be advertised via IGSSE channels
- Typically, the event is located at TUM sites (incl. Raitenhaslach, Straubing,...) or in the vicinity. It cannot be held at sites of (international) project partners (who are PIs in the IGSSE project)
- After the event, the proposer has to compose a brief report, including documentation for IGSSE internal and external use (photos, reports, etc.)
- The proposer has to procure additional financial support by their chair (co-funding). Through other sources (e.g. the chair), at least the same amount as the IGSSE funds has to be contributed
- IGSSE supports the event with up to a maximum amount of 3,000 €
- IGSSE project teams may host one event per year (re-application in subsequent years is allowed)

**Application deadlines**
- The call for proposals is open. There are no specific deadlines
- IGSSE reserves a total budget of 15,000 € per annum for IGSSElerator. Proposals are being granted until funds are depleted
**Application documents**

- The applicants must produce an informal proposal indicating the aims of the event.

- The proposal exhibits the event’s envisioned date and location, the Scientific Organising Committee, the Local Organising Committee, a draft scientific rationale, a tentative list of participants, an estimate of costs, and a motivation especially highlighting its connection to IGSSE.

- The IGSSE directorate will take the decision on proposals based on its connection to the IGSSE project, interdisciplinary and international aspects and the costs of the visit.

Proposals should be sent electronically to igsse-quality@tum.de.

**Contact**

International Graduate School of Science and Engineering

Boltzmannstraße 17

85748 Garching

[www.igsse.tum.de](http://www.igsse.tum.de)

[igsse-quality@tum.de](mailto:igsse-quality@tum.de)